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SUBSOILER
Application ?led August 9, 1929. Serial No. 384,530.
This invention relates to new and useful shown a preferred embodiment of the'inven-v '

improvements in subsoilers.
tion, the numerals 7 and 8 designate the oppo
The primary object of the invention is to site side bars which constitute a portion of
_ provide a subsoiler having a plow portion in- the frame of the device. The rear portions
tended to penetrate into the lower soil for of these bars extend in parallelism with each 55.
brealn'ng up the same so that water and roots other while the front portions converge lon

may get through any hard layer that is evi- gitudinally of the‘machine to be connected to
dent, the said plow portion of the device be- the bracing bars 9 and 10. These bars 9 and
ing mounted for movement to free the same 10 project beyond the converging ends of the
10 from any obstructions, such as pipes or large side bars 7 and 8 for connection with a draft 6o

rocks, while the subsoiler is advancing in its plate 11. The rear portions of the bars 9
intended direction.

.

-

and 10 are provided with parallel sections 12 '

A further‘object of the invention is to pro- and 13 having Connected. t0 . the real‘ ends
vide a subsoiler which overcomes the neees- thereof the diverging sections 14 and 15 which _

15 sity of backing up or vertically raising the carry the parallel sections 16 and 17. These
device through the medium of jacks or the parallel end sections 16 and 17 are connected
like when the plow portion encounters ob~ t0 the parallel portions 77a and 8a of theside
structions. With certain subsoilers, when an bars 7 and 8 by: means of the four properly

obstruction is encountered, it isnecessary to positioned bolts_18. The spacing of these
20 either back the plow out of the ground or bolts 18 is best Illustrated In Figs. 5 and 6 70
to raise the plow so that it will clear the and the functlon performed by the spacing

obstruction. Some form of lifting means is
usually provided which is driven byvthe
wheels employed for supporting the frame.
25 A still further object of the invention is
to provide a very simple form of subsoiler
which possesses all of the above referred to
advantages,

,

o

‘

of the same will be more completely disclosed
at a later point. The S?-ldbOltS 18_reta1n the
rear sections .16 and 1": ofthe bracing bars 9
an?i 10.111 Shaped re1at10n_W1th respect to the 75
‘adJacent portions. of the side bars7 and 8.
For the purpose of mounting the frame so
that it may be vertically ad] usted wlth respect

Other objects and advantages of the in- to the surface of the ground over which the
3“ vention will be apparent during the course of subsoller is moving, an angular axle is con- so

the following description. .
In the accompanying drawings forming 3
part of this speci?cation and in. which like
numerals are employed to designatelike parts

nected tothe frame. This a_xle consists of an
intermediate portion 19 which passes trans
versely through the bars 7 and 8. Connected
to‘ the outer ends of the ‘transverse. section 19

35 throughout the same,
7
and located beyond the sides of the bars 7 and 85
Figure 1 is a side elevational 'view of a 8 are sections 20 whlch have the Journal por
subsoiler embodying this invention, '
tions or stub axles 21 connected to their ‘free

Figure 2 is a top plan view of the struc- ends and PI‘OlQCtlIl laterallyof the frame.
ture disclosed in Figure 1,

‘

‘

'

Ground engaging w eels 22 are freely mount-

.

Figures 3 and 4 are detailed perspective ed upon vtheyournals or stub axle portlons 21. 90
views of'portions of the device,

An arm 23 is rigidly fastened .to the middle

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of portion of the axle section 19 and projects
the subsoiler and illustrates'the position 00- generally upwardly to have its upper extrem

cupied by the plow portion of the device during the breaking up of the lower soil, and‘
Figure 6 discloses in full lines and dot andv
dash lines the different positions of the'plow
when it encounters an obstruction and during
its movement to- avoid said obstruction.

ity pivotally connected to the pair of l1nks2fl _
which 1n turn are pivotally connected, at their 9?
outerends to the block 25 rotatably mounted
upon the adlustmg screw 26. This screw has
adjustably mounted‘ thereon a bloclr‘ 27 .plVOt
ally mounted between the upstandlng‘brack

Wherein for the purpose of illustration is ets 28 which are connected to the parallel por- .1400
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tions 12 and 13 of the bracing bars 9 and 10.

After the plow has been released from the

It will be noted that the wheels 22 are con— angle member 44 so that it is placed in en
nected to the subsoiler frame by means of an gagement with the soil, as explained above,
axle structure which is similar to a double the plow will bite into the ground sufficient 70
throw crank formation. To adjust the eleva 1y to cause it to swing until the shank 32 as
tion of the frame with respect to the soil over sumes a vertical position as shown in Fig.
which the device is traveling, it only becomes 5. As soon as the plow has been released
necessary to throwthe arm 23 forwardly or from the angle member 44, the operating
rearwardly. This movement of the arm will cable 43 for said member should be released
cause the axle to rotate with respect to the to permit the spring 46 to return the lever
frame for swinging the rearwardly extending 41 carrying the member’ 44 to the full line

10

portions 20 either upwardly or downwardly position illustrated in Fig. 5. The above
with respect to said frame. Movement of the movement of the plow from its position of
arm 23 may be brought about by rotating the inoperativeness, shown in dot and dash lines

adjusting screw 26 through the medium of in Fig. 6, to the opposite position, shown in
full lines in Fig. 5, occurs whenever the sub
its operating crank 29.
'
‘Therear ends of the side bar portions 7a soiler is moved to a place where work is to
and 8a have connected thereto a shaft 30. be performed, or after an obstruction R has
A tubular member 31 is rotatably mounted been encountered and the plow has been re
upon the shaft 30 and has connected thereto ' leased and permitted to pivot through en
the blade-like shank 32 of the plow 33. This gagement with said obstruction for with
drawing the plow from the soil. This move
plow shank is connected to the’ tubular mount ment
of the lever 41 has positioned the latch
ing member 31 approximately at the length

15

20

80

wise center of the latterj Connected to the devices so that the bolts 37- will project. into
opposite ends of the mounting 31 are arms 34 the paths of movement of the arms 34. These
which extend at substantially right anglesv arms will engage the bolts 37 when the shank

25

to the shank 32. A single arm 35 is connected of the plow assumes a vertical position.
to a projection 36 of the shank 32 and extends Further swinging movement of the plow
in a directionsubstantially diametric to that rearwardly of the frame, therefore, will be

prevented by the engagement of the arms
In Fig.‘ 4 there is’ disclosed a latch which 34 with the bolts 37. 'During the for
consists of the bolt portion 37 and the up ward travel of the subsoiler, the plow
standing apertured lug 38. One of these latch may engage an obstruction such as .‘the
_ structures is provided for each side of the group of rocks R illustrated in Fig. 6.‘ When
frame and is arranged as illustrated in Figs. such obstruction is reached, ‘the ‘operator
5‘ and 6; namely, between the portions 16-17 should pull upon the cord 43 for moving the
and 7a-8a of the frame structure. The bolts lever 41 to shift the bolts 37 out of engage
18 support the latch structures and permit ment with the arms 34. This will release
, longitudinal-sliding movement of the said thesearms and further forward movement

30 of said shank.

40

45

'
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structures. The upstanding apertured lugs of the subsoiler will cause the plow to swing

38 of the. latches are connected by links 40 rearwardly. ~This movement of the plow
to the inverted substantially U-shaped operat and its shank 32 will cause the arms 34 to
ing lever 41 which is pivoted at the lower ends engage the surface of the soil and theywill
of its arms by means of the elements 42 to the ' bite into the soil in such a manner that the
frame bars. An operating cable, or the like, plow will be lifted entirely out of the soil

110

43 is connected to the upper portion of this while the arms 34 arepassing beneath the

lever 41. An angle member 44 is connected shaft 30 fromewhich'lth'is pivoted or rotat
to the side legs of the lever 41 substantially able plow structure is mounted. By the time
intermediate the ends of the same. This an

50

60

the arms 34 have moved into a position rear

gle member 44 acts as a support for the plow wardly of the shaft 30 and no longer bite
in a manner to be described at a later point.
into the soil, thearm 35 then will engage the
The operation of this device may be de soil. This arm‘35 will function in the same
scribed as follows :—
manner as the arms 34 and will swing the

Fig. 6 discloses the plow in dot and dash plow over and beyond the shaft 30 so that
lines. It will be seen that the said plow is the plow will fall by gravity until it'engages
resting upon the stop or support provided the support 44. It will remain in- this posi
by the‘, angle member 44.: By pivoting the tion until the lever 41 again is operated to
lever 41, the support 44 will be moved from release the plow. .
beneath the plow to permit the latter to drop
It is to be understood that the form‘of this

downwardly by gravity into engagement
herewith shown and described is
with the soil. During the time that the plow invention
to
be
taken
as a preferred example of the
is supported by the angle member 44, the same, and that
various changes in the'shape,
arms 34 and 35 are located with respect to the

125

size ‘and arrangement of parts may be re‘
soil in the manner illustrated in dot and dash sorted
to without departing from the spirit ~130
lines in Fig. 6,
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of the invention or the scope of the sub

joined claim.
Having thus described the invention, I
claim:

In a soil working machine, a travelling
frame, a soil working tool, means for ro

tatably connecting the tool to the frame to
permit the tool to make a complete revolu
10

tion, a bolt having an upstanding lug slid
ably connected to the frame for retaining the
tool in a work performing position, means
connected to the tool for rotating the same

through a complete revolution with respect
to the frame when the tool engages an ob
15

struction while in its work performing po
sition, an inverted U-shaped lever carrying
a support pivoted on the frame for present

ing the support to the tool to stop the rotary
20

movement of the latter while out of contact
with the soil, a connection between the up

standing lug of the bolt and the lever, and
means connected to the lever to cause simul
25
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taneous actuation of both the bolt and the
lever.
In testimony whereof I af?x my si ature.
JESSE Gr. LINDE

